HI GUYS,

Welcome to another Monday! Sorry to Adriana and Alicja, who pushed through the night running on three hours of sleep (or less!). Y’all — go to bed lmao. Thanks to Madison for joining us as a guest from Thursday! Students turn to sad clocks!

Don’t forget that there’s a meeting today at 9 p.m. and there’s a breakfast social this Saturday!

I was going to put a few paragraphs of the “scholars” column here, but then I thought that was a little too mean spirited.
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SOME NOTES

• Don’t forget to check the hyphenation of compound modifiers! You guys caught most of these, but a few slipped through. *Day-to-day operations, four-game win streak.*

• Other style issues: *nonprofit* has no hyphen, in the ’70s, OK not okay, *200-meter* not 200m, *co-founder* not *cofounder* (because it’s an occupation or status).

• Don’t forget to include the years of players on teams that don’t have positions, e.g. golf.

• Use *who* instead of *that* in reference to people. *Guest speakers who speak.*

• Spell out months if not part of a full date. *October 2017, not Oct. 2017.*

• In general, if a person’s title is four or more words, it goes after their name. If it’s three or less, it goes before. I make a few exceptions if breaking the rule helps out with the flow or the sentence or whatever.

• In general, the attribution for a quote should be after the first sentence.

• Notice the proper placement of said before the name in this attribution. “*The taste of your lips — I’m on a ride,*” said Britney Spears, an original skinny legend queen goddess. “*You’re toxic I’m slippin’ under with a taste of a poison paradise.*”

• Don’t forget to check webheads and captions! Make sure there are only single quotes in headlines, there aren’t articles, blah blah …

• Try not to give up looking for facts and then leave a note that it was too hard to find lmao. They might be easier to get than you think! And the author or someone from the department can always be a resource.
HAVE AN AWESOME WEEK!